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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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2022-2/4

TOOBEMI APP
UPDATE
Current TOOBEMI
appdevelopment process 
in-app chat channel launch,
bill payment and crypto money 
transfers prize games live 
support project development 
completion.

2021-4/4 | 2022-1/4

ICO START 
AND END 
(PREINITIAL 
OFFERING)
ICO initiation via TOOBEMI app 
and many ICO sites.

2022-2/4 | 2022-3/4

HARD LIMIT
ICO CALENDAR 
&UNLOCKING
Unlocking the TOOBEMI app and 
enabling users to cash out their 
assets.

2020-3/4 |  2021-4/4

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT 
AND CREATION
OF SOFTWARE
INFRASTRUCTURE

2022-3/4

TOOBEXC
EXCHANGE
START
With an update on TOOBEMI 
app, which has its infrastructure 
already, there will be many 
options such as trading, clearing, 
insurance, token creation with 
ready contracts, coin credit, bill 
payment and coin transfers.

2022-2/4

TOOBEMI 
SURPRISE 
PROJECT 2023-2/4

GIANT SURPRISE 
PROJECT ENDING & 

ANNOUNCEMENT

2022-3/4

MINING
Mining launch via 
TOOBEMI appve website

2022-3/4

TOOBEMI 
MORTGAGE 
LOAN
With TOOBEMI, we help you to 
get different opportunities with 
the possibility of CRYPTO credits, 
by giving the Coin guarantee 
without exchanging your coins 
that you do not want to lose 
value, by getting TOOB in return, 
with a monthly payment.

2022-3/4

TOOBHELP
TOOBHELP is the start of the 
project to cover some of the 
losses from the common share 
on certain dates, according to 
the algorithms of the number of 
participants and participation 
amounts, which was
established to cover the losses 
of TOOBEXC users who did not 
benefit from the insurance 
voluntarily.

2022-4/4

TOOBINS
START
TOOBINS
INSURANCE 
START
Bank guarantee distribution 
and cold wallet distribution.

2022-4/4

TOOBEMI
2ND SURPRISE 
PROJECT

2023-1/4

TOOBHOTEL
TOOBHOTEL Project works 
started in 2020.
The start of real investment 
projects that will only profit 
those who use TOOBEXC, 
which they can purchase with 
TOOBCOIN through the project 
development application.

2023-1/4

GRANT OF
REPRESENTATIVES
TOOBEXC 
International representation distribution.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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Here comes TOOBEMI with its Innovative Applications in Cryptocurrency World!

TOOBEMI creates a whole new perspective for the world of cryptocurrencies, making modern life easier in the 
digital age. It's easy to convert cryptocurrencies, make mobile payments, pay bills and transfer money at low 

cost with TOOBEMI!

Meet the features of TOOBEMI to make your life easier!

• Cryptocurrency conversion and payment system: TOOBEMI
• Innovative and reliable cryptocurrency exchange: TOOBEXC

• Currency of the digital generation: TOOBCOIN
• Protection system for crypto assets: TOOBINS

• Social responsibility and solidarity platform: TOOBHELP

When you download the mobile app TOOBEMI, you enter into a whole new world full of earnings.
By logging into the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange, you can trade TOOBCOIN and keep your investments 

safe with TOOBINS insurance providing guarantees from the bank. Also, as a part of the social responsibility 
and solidarity platform TOOBHELP, you contribute to people and nature with your transactions.

Why TOOBEMI?

Cryptocurrency Investors Are Safe Thanks to TOOBEMI!

TOOBEMI meets the biggest need in the cryptocurrency world. It provides bank guarantees with
insurance to its investors. In this way, the cryptocurrency world becomes more secure.

Investors are breathing comfortably getting stronger against speculation.

TOOBINS, the world's first and only cryptocurrency insurance, guarantees investors' capital in return 
for very low insurance payments. Insured investors guarantee their capital even if their

cryptocurrencies lose value. The insurance policy is sent to the investor by TOOBEMI and the letter
of guarantee is sent to the investor by the contracted bank.

The rise of cryptocurrencies is linked to high demand. A limited number of TOOBCOINs, which are 
the key cryptocurrency of TOOBEMI and will be the choice of users who want to take advantage of 
insurance on the TOOBEXC exchange, will be subject to high interest and purchase. So, the rise of 

the stock market and insurance will carry TOOBCOIN to a strong point.

It is predicted that TOOBCOIN, which has been developed by the TOOBEMI finance team for a long 
time, will be among the most purchased cryptocurrencies with the opening of the stock market.

It is also foreseen that, TOOBCOIN will stand out among thousands of cryptocurrencies on the block-
chain by creating awareness with its special infrastructure and will provide long-term high profits.

Token Scatter Chart

Roadmap

What is TOOBEMI?
Working with blockchain technology, TOOBEMI is a cryptocurrency exchange company that approaches the world of

tcryptocurrencies with a new perspective and focuses on protecting its investors, nature and all humanity. As the founder of 
TOOBEXC exchange, TOOBCOIN cryptocurrency, TOOBINS cryptocurrency insurance and TOOBHELP social responsibility 

and cooperation platform, TOOBEMI works in line with the principles sensitive to nature and people. TOOBEMI aims to make 
life easier with its mobile app offering cryptocurrency converter, mobile payment and low-fee money transfer services.

What is Blockchain?
Blockchain technology is a chain of blocks containing information. This database, which is encrypted using special

algorithms called hash, ensures that the data is followed instantly.

The blocks that make up the blockchain technology contain hash algorithms both in their own and in the previous block.
For example, cryptocurrency blocks carry the information of the user who sent the money, the user to whom the money was 

delivered, and the amount of money delivered.

Sidechains, on the other hand, can move in two directions. Working in parallel with the primary blockchain, these chains
provide increased scalability. Sidechain is an upgraded version of the technology with additional features.

What is the Benefit of Sidechain?
Sidechain provides instant verification and processing of the status of other blockchains.

In this system, where Simple Payment Verification is used, it is verified whether there are transactions in the other
blockchain without the need of downloading the entire ledger.

What is Mining?
Mining, which means cryptocurrency mining, is the solving of complex problems and the realization of cryptocurrency

transfers through devices with special software and hardware. Transfers between wallets combine to form blocks, which are 
confirmed by networked devices and written on the blockchain. Those who approve transfer transactions and keep the 

blockchain copy are the ones who perform the mining operation. Along with Mining, TOOBEMI users will have a space to 
earn profits by mining even from their phones.

Security and Privacy at the Ultimate Level: TOOBEMI

Store TOOBCOIN Safely

Your TOOBCOIN online wallet is in the TOOBEMI mobile app. All TOOBCOOIN you have is stored 
here and always ready for your use. By showing your QR code to another user, you can get your 

TOOBCOIN in your online wallet.
The TOOBEMI mobile app is secured with your password, which ensures that only you can access 
and spend your TOOBCOIN. For more security, you can transfer your TOOBCOIN to the offline cold 

wallet TOOBWALLET.

Spend TOOBCOIN Easily

TOOBEMI mobile application is a practical currency converter. This app lets you see exactly how 
much you've spent, either in TOOBCOIN or your local currency. The app supports more than 30 

currencies today.

Thanks to TOOBEMI mobile application, you can convert your cryptocurrency to local currency, 
make mobile payments, pay your bills and make low-cost money transfers.

Innovative approach to Crypto Exchange: TOOBEXC

We Are Building the Crypto Economy Together

TOOBEXC is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange based on sidechain technology where digital exchange 
transactions are executed. It solves the security problems of existing centralized exchanges and the usage 

problems of decentralized exchanges. Thanks to sidechain technology, it provides secure and private trading 
of a large number of cryptocurrencies.

Creating an open financial system for the world and helping people convert digital currencies to local curren-
cies is TOOBEMI's foremost mission. TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange plays an important role for

TOOBEMI, which aims to be the leader of the industry as a global brand.

Sidechain technology gives the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency exchange the ability to verify and process informa-
tion about the status of other blockchains. Once created, sidechains are protected forever and can be used by 

anyone on the main chain and help the interaction between different currencies.

We Make Life Easier in the Digital Age

TOOBEMI appeals to millions of users who do not prefer to use credit cards and banks today. It ensures that 
almost all transactions that require standard bank account and credit card are carried out properly. All trans-
actions such as paying bills, online shopping, hotel reservations and low-cost money transfers can be done 

through the app. TOOBEMI can be used contactless like a credit card thanks to the cold wallet TOOBWALLET.

TOOBEMI will also provide tasks that make daily life easier, such as bus card passes in city centers for trans-
portation in the future. In addition, special ATMs for TOOBEMI will be established in designated regions, and 

then these cash withdrawal and deposit machines will be spread all over the world.

New Generation Currency: TOOBCOIN

Cryptocurrency that Thinks Mobile First

Traded with the TOOB code, TOOBCOIN is a cryptocurrency using its own blockchain, specially designed for 
use on mobile devices. TOOBCOIN has a mobile application that you can easily purchase from your devices 

such as phones, tablets and computers. TOOBCOIN transactions can be done easily via phone and computers.

Platform Where the Ideas of Investors Are Heard

TOOBCOIN investors can exchange ideas by talking to each other through the chat channels in the TOOBEMI 
mobile application. This live chat line is a first in the world. No other cryptocurrency exchange has such a 

human and opinion-oriented practice. This project has the feature of being a project that will develop together 
with people. All developments about TOOBCOIN are conveyed through these chat channels as well as website, 

mobile application notifications and social media.

Practical Use That Makes Life Easier

TOOBCOIN is very easy to use as it is a mobile compatible cryptocurrency. You don't need extravagant hard-
ware, servers, terminals or anything to trade. You only need a mobile phone to exchange cryptocurrencies.

TOOBCOIN Cryptocurrency, 24/7 Instant Account

Since being fast is vital today, you can buy your TOOBCOIN crypto money 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as you 
wish or convert it to your local currency. Thanks to your crypto money being transferred to your account as 

soon as you make a transaction, you will have a value exactly matching your expectations.

Your Crypto Assets Are Always Safe: TOOBINS

The First and Only Insurance in the Crypto World!

TOOBINS, the pioneer of the crypto world in insurance, protects your crypto assets. You guarantee your capital against 
the loss of your crypto assets in return for very low insurance fees. If you have insurance, you will not lose your capital 

even if the cryptocurrency you buy loses in value. TOOBEMI's experienced trading team analyzes the amount of
TOOBCOIN you will insure annually. It guarantees that you will make a profit as high as 70-80% with the COIN

purchases that they predict not making any loss.

Offline Protection with Cold Wallet

Cold wallet TOOBWALLET, a TOOBINS privilege exclusive to TOOBCOIN investors, keeps your cryptocurrency safe. It 
allows you to safely collect your TOOBCOINs and increase your capital. Cold wallet TOOBWALLET is a secure method 

of saving as it allows you to store your crypto money offline. It keeps you safe from cyber attacks as it is not connected 
to the internet. It also minimizes your risk of giving security vulnerabilities. 

Opportunity to make moves whenever you want

After you insure your TOOBCOINs, you can keep them either in your online wallet or in your cold wallet TOOBWALLET. 
You can withdraw this investment at any time. For example, when you reach an increased level that pleases you, you 
can make a move immediately and make a profit by cashing your insurance. If you wish, you can re-insure your in-

vestment after making a profit. 

Double Investment with a Single Capital

When you want to invest in a cryptocurrency that you see as a new opportunity, but you do not want to exchange 
your cryptocurrency in your current investment, TOOBEMI accepts it as guarantee with TOOBEXC and gives you the 

cryptocurrency you want in return. Thus, TOOBEMI offers a double investment opportunity with a single principal.

Bank Guarantee for Your Digital Investment

With the help of TOOBINS insurance, TOOBEMI guarantees its biggest investment with the guarantee
deposited in safe, reliable banks and undertakes that you will not lose in any way on the TOOBEXC

cryptocurrency exchange.

TOOBINS has a structure that aims to maximize user security by providing cash mutual guarantees of its own assets 
to its users. It keeps you protected with traditional investment instruments accepted by the banks in

response to your digital investments, which are the trend of today.

100% protection with Bank Guarantee

Guarantee plays an important role in minimizing risk in the investment. In the TOOBEXC cryptocurrency
exchange, you can provide a 1-year guarantee for an amount of 10% and protect your principal. For example,

for a capital of $10,000, the guarantee amount is set to $1,000.

Your insurance policy will be sent to you by TOOBEMI. Your letter of guarantee will be sent directly to your e-mail
address by the contracted bank in the country you are in. Thus, the bank protects your $10,000

investment on your behalf and reserves all your rights for you. Thus, you will see the return of your capital in
the bank and you will be 100% secure at all times.

In addition, when you take out an insurance of $20,000, TOOBEMI will give you a cold wallet. Thus, you will be
protected with a cold wallet against various risks such as cyber attacks, server crashes and internet-related problems..

Social Responsibility and Solidarity in the Digital Age: TOOBHELP
We Prioritize Protecting Our World

TOOBEMI is rapidly adapting to today's developing technology, while making investments to protect the world
we live in. It believes that protecting natural resources such as land and water should be a priority than investing 

in space technology.

With the TOOBHELP cooperation platform, TOOBEMI stands out among many other companies with its ecosys-
tem that is beneficial to the nature and people living in this nature, where its investments take place. TOOBHELP 

believes that for a sustainable economy, we must have sustainable nature and help people in hardship.

We Protect the Nature and Humankind

TOOBEMI devotes 70% of its assets to the environmental protection of drinking water sources, ancestral seeds, ag-
riculture and nature areas, and helping people in hardship. Helping people with health problems such as SMA pa-

tients and children with leukemia is also among TOOBHELP's greatest goals.

TOOBEMI will start investing in space technology after completing this mission. In line with the TOOBHELP mis-
sion, it is an important goal of TOOBEMI to act in cooperation with various institutions and organizations for the 
benefit of natural resources and human beings. TOOBEMI is an ecosystem sensitive to nature and people, which 

continues to develop investment projects in these areas with its strong R&D team.
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